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0. Introduction
In this paper we investigate the properties of hyperedge replacement jungle rewriting,
a formalism based on graph rewriting, and demonstrate
its expressive power, showing
that it can model faithfully both term-rewriting
systems (TRSs) and logic programming.
Jungles are special acyclic directed hypergraphs
(i.e., graphs where each edge can
have any number of source and target nodes), and have been introduced in [29,20] to
represent sets of terms with possibly shared subterms. In this sense they can be
thought of as being the hypergraph corresponding
to the well-known directed acyclic
graphs

(days) (see [30]).
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The theory of graph rewriting (or graph grammars) basically studies a variety of
formalisms
which extend the theory of formal languages
in order to deal with
structures

more general than strings, like graphs and maps. A graph-rewriting

system

is a collection of graph rewrite rules; each rule can be applied to a graph to replace an
occurrence of its left-hand side with its right-hand
side. The form of graph rewrite
rules and the mechanisms

stating

how a rewrite rule can be applied

what the resulting graph is, depend on the specific formalism.
formulations
of graph rewriting the so-called algebraic approach
most successful, mainly because of its flexibility.

to a graph and

Among the various
[16,11] is one of the

In fact, since the basic notions

of rule

and rewriting step are defined in terms of diagrams and constructions
in a category,
they can be defined in a uniform way for a wide range of structures simply by changing
the underlying category [12]. Moreover, many results can be proved once and for all
using categorical techniques.
Jungle rewriting is defined in this paper by applying the guidelines of the algebraic
approach to graph rewriting to the category of jungles. The resulting formalism is only
apparently similar to “jungle evaluation”
as defined in [20&22], which is actually the
result of applying the algebraic approach to the category of hypergraphs, and then by
restricting the attention to those hypergraphs
which are jungles.
A hyperedge replacement jungle rewrite rule is a rule such that the left-hand side is
a jungle consisting of a single hyperedge (and of the nodes connected to it). Graphrewriting systems satisfying a similar restriction have been studied in [3, 181, but both
consider arbitrary hypergraphs.
In summary,
hyperedge replacement
jungle rewriting can be defined easily as
a mixture of well-known
notions. Despite that, its expressive power as a rewriting
formalism has never been explored before. The main achievement of this paper is that
both term-rewriting
systems and logic programming
can be modeled by hyperedge
replacement jungle rewriting, and that for TRSs the proposed representation
enjoys
better properties than all the similar proposals we are aware of. A preliminary version
of this paper is [6], where just the relationship between TRSs and jungle rewriting has
been considered.
Many papers in the literature investigate
term graph rewriting, i.e., the issue of
representing TRSs using graph rewriting, either by exploiting the algebraic theory of
graph grammars (like [28,22] that follow the so-called double-pushout
approach, and
[30, 23, 241 that use instead a single pushout construction),
or by using a more
operational
presentation
of graph rewriting (e.g., [2]). In general, term rewrite rules
are translated into graph rewrite rules, while terms are represented either by dags or
by jungles: usually, the same term can be represented by many graphs which are not
isomorphic. All the mentioned papers prove the soundness of their graph representation of rewrite rules, in the sense that if a graph rule which represents a term rule can
be applied to a graph, then the corresponding
term rule can be applied to the term
represented by the graph. However, the translation
is not complete w.r.t. applicability,
i.e., it is possible that a graph cannot be rewritten with a graph rule, although the term
it represents can be reduced by the corresponding
term rewrite rule. Usually, this kind

Hyperedge

replacement

jungle

rewriting
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of completeness
just holds for left-linear rules, i.e., rules which do not have two
occurrences of the same variable on the left-hand side. Some of those papers propose
additional

mechanisms

rules as in [20&22],

which allow one to deal with non-left-linear

or a generalization

of the notion

of occurrence

rules, likefolding
as in [23].

On the contrary, the jungle representation
that we propose for TRS enjoys completeness w.r.t. applicability
for non-left-linear
rules as well, without resorting to
additional
mechanisms.
This is a consequence
of the basic choice of performing the
constructions
which implement the rewriting (i.e., the pushout complement, along the
guidelines of the algebraic approach) directly in the category of jungles. In fact, the
pushout in such a category corresponds
to term unification,
which is obviously
powerful enough to model the pattern-matching
mechanism needed to perform term
rewriting. It could be argued that resorting to unification
would unnecessarily
increase the complexity
of term rewriting,
but, although
we do not make a full
complexity analysis, we give some evidence that in the case of left-linear rules and
ground rewriting the cost of unification
should be comparable
to that of pattern
matching.
The possibility of modeling full term unification
in our framework allows us to
represent logic programming
as well, which has never been considered in previous
works on term graph rewriting. The representation
of clauses as jungle rewrite rules,
of resolution steps as direct derivations, of logic programs as hyperedge replacement
jungle grammars, and the corresponding
results of soundness and completeness,
are
essentially a cleaner rephrasing of similar results presented in a previous paper [S]. In
that paper, however, the emphasis was placed on proposing
an original graph
representation
of logic programs, rather than on analyzing. the expressive power of
a rewriting formalism. For example, terms and formulas were represented in an ad hoc
way as a mixture of dags and jungles, and some proofs were easier, thanks to the
particular representation.
We must stress that the main goal of this paper is not to provide new results for the
theory of term-rewriting
systems or of logic programming,
but instead that of
investigating
the expressive power of a new graph-rewriting
formalism. Nevertheless,
we believe that the fact that both term-rewriting
systems and logic programming
can
be represented
uniformly within the same formalism is very promising and worth
investigating.
The first idea which comes into mind is, of course, the possibility of
a framework where both paradigms are present, and can be used together or separately without any need of switching context from one to the other. Along these lines,
we could, for example, envision a framework where logic programs are considered
modulo an equational
theory, which is represented by a term-rewriting
system. Also
conditional TRSs seem to be easily representable
in our formal framework.
Finally, a remarkable property of hyperedge jungle rewriting systems is that, under
very reasonable
hypotheses,
a term-rewriting
system or a logic program can be
extracted from such systems. This fact suggests that the expressive power of hyperedge
replacement jungle rewriting should be essentially equivalent to some kind of term
rewriting with unification, thus making this formalism interesting on its own, and not
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into which one can translate

other formalisms.

This topic

investigation.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces
the category of jungles,
describes how jungles can be used to represent sets of terms, and studies the conditions
for the existence,

in that category,

of pushouts

and pushout

complements,

i.e., the

basic categorical constructions
needed to apply the algebraic approach. Then Section
2 presents the definition of hyperedge replacement jungle rewriting as the application
of the algebraic approach to graph rewriting to the category of jungles, with the
additional

restriction

of replacing

exactly

one edge at each step: the effects of this

restriction are compared with the hyperedge replacement
hypergraph-rewriting
formalisms proposed in [3, 181. Section 3 presents our proposal of term graph rewriting,
showing that a term-rewriting
system can be represented by a hyperedge replacement
jungle-rewriting
system in a sound way, which is complete w.r.t. applicability
also for
non-left-linear
rules. Then Section 4 shows that the same framework, when applied to
a logic programming
signature, can represent logic programs in a sound and complete
way. Section 5 discusses the relationship
between our proposal and other related
works in the literature, mainly with respect to the handling of non-left-linear
rules.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper by summarizing
its results and giving some
hints for future developments.

1. The category of jungles and its properties
In this section we introduce the category of jungles, describe how jungles can be
used to represent terms with possibly shared subterms, and explore some properties of
the category (i.e., existence of pushouts and pushout complements) which are relevant
for the definition of jungle rewriting along the guidelines of the algebraic approach to
graph grammars. Jungles and jungle rewriting (also called “jungle evaluation”)
have
been introduced in [29, 20-221 to model term-rewriting
systems via graph rewriting,
thus providing a rich contribution
to the area of graph term rewriting. Most of the
definitions
and results of Sections 1.1 and 1.2 are borrowed from the works by
Hoffmann and Plump [21, 221. The propositions
about existence of pushouts and
pushout complements
presented in Section 1.3 generalize similar results presented
in [S].

1.1. The categories

of hypergraphs

and jungles

A (directed) hypergraph straightforwardly
generalizes a (directed) graph: it includes
a set of nodes and a set of hyperedges. Every hyperedge has a list of source nodes and
a list of target nodes, instead of exactly one source and one target node. Nodes and
hyperedges are colored by elements of color sets. In this paper we are interested just in
hypergraphs whose nodes (hyperedges) are labeled by the sorts (operators) of a manysorted signature.

Hyperedgr

replucement

jungle
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Definition 1.1 (Many-sorted signature).
A m&y-sorted
signature C is a pair _=(S, C),
where S is a set of sorts and Z = (C,,,,} is a family of sets of operators indexed by
S* x S. IffEZ,,,
the rank off:

then s is called the type of,f; w is its arity, and /WI (the length of w) is

Definition 1.2 (Hypergruphs).
A hypergraph
G over C is a tuple G =( V, E, s, t, m, I),
where V is a set of nodes (or vertices), E is a’ set of hyperedges, s and t : E+ V* are the
source

and target functions, 1: V+S maps each node to a sort of C, and m : E +C maps
each edge to an operator of C.
A path

in a hypergraph

from node L’ to node u is a finite sequence of triples
((k,,e,,j,),...,
(k,,e,,j,)),
where all ki,ji are natural numbers, all ei are hyperedges, and such that s(el)lk, =o, t(e,)lj,=u, and for all 1 di<n,
t(ei)lj,=s(ei+l)lk,+,
(here sli denotes the ith element of the list of nodes s). By convention,
there is exactly
)” from each node to itself. A hypergraph is acyclic if there are no
one empty path “(
nonempty paths from one node to itself.
A hypergraph
is discrete
if it contains
no hyperedges.
For a hypergraph
G,
indegree,
(outdegree,(
denotes the number of occurrences
of a node c’ in the
target strings (source strings) of all hyperedges of G.
For the sake of simplicity, in the rest of the paper we will often omit the prefix
“hyper-“, calling hypergraphs
and hyperedges simply graphs and edges. A jungle is
a hypergraph
satisfying some additional
conditions
which makes it suitable to
represent sets of (finite) terms with possibly shared subterms. The precise role played
by these restrictions will be made clear in Section 1.2.
Definition 1.3 (Jungles).
A jungle over C is a graph G = ( V, E, s, t, m, 1) over -C such
that
the labeling of the edges is consistent with both the number and the labeling of the
connected nodes, i.e., VeEE, m(e)EC ,,,.r4*(s(e))=r
and l*(t(e))=w,
where 1” is the
obvious extension of 1 to tuples;
for each node UE V, outdegreec(v)
< 1;
G is acyclic.
Example

1.4 (Graphical

representation

ef

hypergraphs

and jungles).

Let g=(S

=

{list, nat}, C= { Cc,lisr = (EMPTY},
C,,..,= io}, Cnar.list,lisr= {cons, rem>, Cnar.ncrt=
{succ>3 znat~nat,naf= { + }>Clisf,naf = {ear} $) (E denotes the empty word of a free monoid).
Then there are two hypergraphs
over C, called, respectively, G and H as shown in
Fig. 1.
In the graphical representation
of hypergraphs
we will use the following conventions. Edges and nodes are represented
by boxes and circles, respectively, with the
colors written inside. The source (target) nodes of an edge are connected to the edge
itself by an arrow (sometimes called a tentacle) oriented towards the box (circle). When
an edge has more than one source (target), the incoming (outgoing) tentacles are
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Fig. 1.

numbered. The graphical representation
we use puts in
be regarded as directed bipartite graphs.
It is easy to check that G above is also a jungle over
condition of Definition 1.3 holds for H, since there is a
sort of the edge labeled by cons is not consistent with

evidence that hypergraphs

can

g, while H is not. Actually, no
node with outdegree 2 (Q,), the
the type, and there is a cycle.

morphisms).
A morphism of hypergraphs (over C)f: G1 +G2
consists of a pair of functions
between edges and nodes, respectively, which are
compatible
with the source and target functions and are color-preserving.
More
precisely,ifG,=(V,,E,,~,,t~,
m,,11)andG2=(V2,E2,s2,t2,m2,12)aretwographs
over g, then f=(,f”: V1+V2, fE:E1+E2)
such that s2 ofE=f;osl;
t2 ofE=f; oti;
m2 ofE= ml; and l2 ofE= 1,) wheref;
is the obvious extension off” to lists of nodes.

Definition 1.5 (Hypergraph

A hypergraph morphism
fE are injective (surjective)
injective and surjective.

f= ( fV,fE) : G1 -+G2 is injective (surjective) iff both fV and
functions. A morphism f is an isomorphism
if it is both

Morphisms of jungles are defined exactly in the same way. Because of the peculiar
structure of jungles, a jungle morphism is uniquely determined by its behavior on the
“root nodes” [22], as formalized by the following fact.
Fact 1.6 (Characterization
{II’E V,l indegreec(v)
identical

=0}

of jungle

morphisms).

be the set of its roots.

if and only iff”(u)=g,(u)

for each

If G is a jungle,

Then

two morphisms

let ROOT,=
f, g : G-H

are

UEROOTG.

Definition 1.7 (Categories
Hgraph, and JungleI). The category whose objects are
directed hypergraphs
over C and whose arrowSare
hypergraph morphisms will be
denoted by HGraph,. The full subcategory of HGraph, - including all jungles will be
called JungleE.
-

Hyperedge

1.2. Representing
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terms by jungles

As it should be evident by Example
between the jungles over a signature
Although

jungles
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1.4 there is a fairly obvious correspondence
5 and the terms built over that signature.

have been widely used during the last few years by people interested

in graph rewriting for term rewriting [29,20-22,241
or for logic programming
[S, 71,
one cannot disregard the other main graphical representation
of terms with shared
subterms, namely, directed acyclic graphs in the many variants, which have been used,
among others, in [30,28,23, 31. The relationship
between the two representations
has
been made precise in [S], where it has been shown that the category of jungles and
that of dags over the same signature are equivalent. Thus, as far as one is concerned
with results or constructions
expressible in categorical terms, the use of jungles or
dags is completely interchangeable.
Our preference for jungles is, therefore, mainly
a matter of taste (but see also the observation
at the end of Section 2.2).
We briefly recall here the formal correspondence
between jungles and terms, and
between jungle morphisms and term substitutions.
Most of the definitions are borrowed from [21, 221. In the rest of this section we refer to a fixed many-sorted
signature C=(S, C).

Definition 1.8 ( Terms, substitutions,
un$ers).
Let X = { Xs}stS be a family of pairwise
disjoint sets of variables indexed by S. Then a term of sort s is an element of TLS(X)
(the carrier of sort s of the free g-algebra generated by X), that is a variable of X,, or
u’=sl . . . s,, and fi is a term of sort si for
a constant in C,.,, orS(t,, . . . . t,), iffGC,,,,
each 1 did n. The sort of a term t will be denoted by sort(t).
Given two families of S-indexed sets of variables X = (X,} and Y= { Y,j,a substitution CJfrom X to Y is a function 0 : X-+ Tz( Y) that is sort-preserving,
i.e., such that
ante,
for each XEX,. When X 7s finite, c can be represented
as CJ=
(xl/tl,~..,x,,/t,},
where a(xi)=ti.
By os we denote the restriction of (T to X,.
By the freedom property of TL( X), a substitution
(r : X--f Tz( Y) can be extended in
a unique way to a Z-homomorphism
g# : T,(X) + Tz( Y), defined as CJ#(x) = g(x) if .x is
a variable in X, aid o#(f(tl,
. . .. t,))=f(o”(tl),
. . .. o#(tn)).
Given two substitutions
0 from X to Y and z from Y to 2, their composition
(denoted by 5 c 0) is the substitution
from X to 2 defined as t 3 Q(X) = 5# (o(x)). In the
rest of the paper the extension of a substitution
g to terms will be denoted improperly
by r~ itself.
A substitution
c from X to Y is a variable renaming if ME Y for each xeX and CJis
a bijection. If Tand T’ are two sets of terms we will write TE T’ if they are identical up
to a variable renaming.
Given two substitutions
0 and z, CJis more general than 5 if there exists a substitution C$such that 4 0 c = z. Two terms t and t’ unifv if there exists a substitution
g such
that a(t)=a(t’).
In this case CJis called a unljier of A and B. The set of unifiers of any
two terms is either empty or it has a most general element (up to variable renaming)
called the most general unifier (mgu).
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If G is a jungle, it should be quite obvious (looking, for example, at the jungle G of
Example 1.4) how to extract a term of sort s from each node of G labeled by s. Indeed,
by Definition 1.3, each node has either exactly one outgoing tentacle or none. In the
former case it is the root of a subjungle which represents a term, while in the latter case
it represents a variable.
Definition 1.9 ( From nodes to terms). Let G be a jungle (over g). The vuriables of G are
a family of S-indexed

sets Var(G) = ( IfurS

jsfS defined as

Vur,(G)={u~V~~outdegree~(u)=O

and I,(a)==s}.

The function termG associates with each node of G labeled by s a term in T,*( Var(G)).
It is defined inductively as follows:
l termc(v)=v
if c~ Var,(G),
l term,(v)=op(term,(v,),
. . ..term.(v,))
if there exists an eEE,
with sc(e)=v,
t,(e)=o,...u,,
and mG(e)=opEC,,,.
TERM(G)= UsEs TERM,(G) will denote the set of all terms associated with the nodes
of jungle G, where TERM,(G) = {termc(u)l VE Vc and IG(v) = s}. For each jungle G, the
set TERM(G) is clearly closed under the subterm relation, i.e., if tE TERM(G) and t’ is
a subterm of t, then also tIETERM(
If G and G’ are two isomorphic jungles, then
we have TERM(G)r
TERM(G’).
Example
1.10 (Terms associated
with a jungle). Consider
the jungle
G of
Example
1.4. It contains just one variable vj of sort nat; thus, Vur,,,(G)= (v3}
and V’arli,(G)=@. The function
term, is defined as termc(vo) = co~s(succ(u3),
cons(v3, EMPTY)); term~(vl)=succ(vj);
termG(u2)=cons(v3,
EMPTY); term,(v4)=
EMPTY; and termG(v3)=v3.
While the collection of terms associated with a jungle is uniquely determined, each
set of terms (closed under the subterm relation) may have many representations,
since
identical subterms can either be collapsed into a single subjungle or not (cf. [30, 28,
201). Nevertheless, a least representation
as jungle always exists, and it is characterized by the fact that function term is injective. The proof can be found in [20], or in [S]
for the equivalent case of dags.
Definition 1.11 (Representing
7 be the closure of T under
T= { t’lthere
Then a jungle

a set of terms by a jungle). Let T be a set of terms and let
the subterm relation, i.e.,

is a term ts T such that 1’ is a subterm

G represents

Tiff

of t>.

TERM(G)gT.

Note that we require just an equivalence
we consider variables just as placeholders,

up to variable renaming. This is because
the names of which are not meaningful.

Hyperedge

This fact implies that if a jungle G represents
isomorphic to G represents T as well.
Proposition 1.12 (The fully collapsed jungle
of terms.

Then the collection

the fully collapsed
a unique jungle
isomorphism,

jungle

and

ofjungles

a set of terms

representing

representing

G-t&(

it is such

that

T). The jungle
the function

y(

T, then

element

G’

JJ ( T), called

G which represents
T) is uniquely

any other

Let T be a set

a set of terms).

T has a$nal

of T. That is, for every jungle

morphism
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T there exists

determined

term,, CTI: Iff CT,-+Tz(
- Var(f(

up to
T)))

is

injective.

Just as jungles represent naturally
correspond
to term substitutions.

collections

of terms,

so jungle

morphisms

1.13 (The substitution induced by a morphism). Let G and G’ be jungles, and
be a jungle morphism. Then the node component
of h (i.e., hV: V,+ VGc)
a substitution
ch: Var(G)-+T,( lar(G’)), defined as

Definition
h: G-G

induces

a,,(x)=

termo,(h,(x)).

By Definition
1.13 it is easy to check that oh 0 termG = termGf 3h,. Moreover, the
correspondence
between jungle morphisms
and term substitutions
is preserved by
composition,
in the following sense: if h: G+G’ and k: G’+G” are jungle morphisms
then (rk ,,=cJ~o~I~: Var(G)+T,(Var(G”)).
A morphism is uniquely determined by its induced substitution
if the target jungle is
fully collapsed. Furthermore,
in that case the existence of a morphism can be checked
by considering just the represented terms.

Proposition 1.14 (From

substitution

and J g : G+ G’ are two morphisms

to morphisms).

(1) IfG’ is afully

collapsed

jungle

such that of = gg, then f= g.

(2) Given two jungles
G and G’ (with G’ fully collapsed) and a substitution
o : Var(G)--+ T,( Var(G’)), there exists a morphism h : G-, G’ such that CJ~= c ifand only zy
V&TERM(G),

a(t)ETERM(G’).

Proof. (1) By Definition 1.13 and the hypothesis, termGcofv = af 0 termG = os c termG =
termcS 0 gV, which implies fv= gv because termGc is injective, by Proposition
1.12.
Thereforef=g,
by Fact 1.6.
(2) If: Define h,,(v)=v’, where v’ is the unique node of G’ such that ter??+(d)=
o(term,(v)),
by the injectivity
of termG,. On edges the definition
of h is uniquely
determined by the requirement
that sGS(h,(e))= h,&(e)),
and it is easy to verify that
the resulting h is indeed a graph morphism with g,,=g.
Only if: The proof is immediate, exploiting the fact that oh 0 termG = termGs3h,.
0
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in the category

In the theory of graph grammars

of jungles

a central role is played by two basic operations

graphs: the gluing of two graphs, which merges the graphs together identifying
selected edges and nodes; and the deletion of a subgraph
from a graph.

on

some
These

operations are cleanly formulated, in the algebraic approach to graph grammars, as
simple categorical constructions,
namely, the pushout and the pushout complement.
In this section we establish necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of
pushouts in the category of jungles (generalizing a similar result in [S]), and we show
that the pushout complement
always exists under hypotheses which will always be
satisfied in the cases we are interested in. For the pushouts it is interesting to note that
although the category HGraph, has all pushouts, they do not always exist in its full
subcategory
Jungle,; indeed, it-is known in the “folklore” that the pushout in such
categories (as for dags) corresponds
to the existence of most general unifiers (see, for
example, [28]). We make this statement precise.
Definition 1.15 (Pushout and pushout complement). Given a category C and two
arrows b:K+B,d:K+DofC,a
triple (H, h:B+H,c:D+H)iscalledapushout
of
(b, d) if
l commutativity
property: h 0 b = c 0 d;
a universal property: for all objects H’ and arrows h’: B-H’
and cl: D+H’, with
h’ 0 b = c’ 0 d, there exists a unique arrow f:H-+H’ such thatfo h = h’ andfi c = c’, as
in Fig. 2.
In this situation, H is called a pushout object of (b, d). Moreover, given arrows
b : K-B
and h : B+H, a pushout complement of (b, h) is a triple (D, d: K-D,
c : D+H ) such that (H, h, c) is a pushout of (b, d). In this case D is called a pushout
complement object of (b, h).
Example 1.16 (Pushouts in Set and in HGraph,). The paradigmatic
example of
category is Set, i.e., the category having sets as objects and total functions as arrows. It
is easy to show that the pushout of two arrows in Set always exists, and that it is
characterized
(up to isomorphism)
as follows. If b : K +B and d: K +D are two
functions, then the pushout of (b, d) is the set H 4 (B + D)/, (i.e., the quotient set of
the disjoint union of B and D, modulo the equivalence
relation “z”, which is the

K

b

.B

Fig. 2.

Hyperedge
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least equivalence
relation such that for all kEK, b(k)zd(k)),
together with the two
functions h: B-H
and c: D-+H that map each element to its equivalence class.
In category HGraph, the pushout of two arrows always exists as well: it can be
computed componentwise
(as a pushout in Set) for the nodes and for the edges, and
the source, target, and labeling mappings are uniquely determined. More precisely, if
X =( V,, Ex, sx, tx, mx, Ix) for XE{ K, B, D, H) are objects
of HGraph,,
and
b=(b,, bE): K-+B and d=(dV, dE):
object H of (b, d) is as follows.
l

VH is the pushout
EH is the pushout

.

MCUI)=

l

mdCel)=

l

Is(v)

K+D

are graph

morphisms,

then the pushout

in Set of bv: V,- V, and dV : VK+ VD,
in Set of bE: E,-tE,
and dE:EK+ED,
if L’EVB,

jD(u) otherwise,
ms(e)

if eEEB,

mD(e)

otherwise,

sH([e])=([u,]
,..., [u,,]),wheres,(e)=(v,
,..., v,)ifeEEsandsD(e)=(vl
,..., u,)
if eEE,,
l tH([e])=([ul]
,..., [u,]), where te(e)=(ul
,..., u,) ifeEEs and tD(e)=(vl ,..., u,)
if esE,.
It can be shown easily that this definition is correct, i.e., it does not depend on the
choice of the representative
of an equivalence class.
l

In any category, if the pushout object of two arrows exists then it is unique up to
a unique isomorphism
because of the universal property. On the contrary, since the
pushout complement
object is not characterized
directly by a universal property, for
a pair of arrows there can exist many pushout complement
objects which are not
isomorphic, if any. For example, consider Fig. 3 in the category of sets and functions.
For the left diagram there exist no set and arrows which can close the square making
it a pushout, while in the right diagram there exist two pushout complements D and D’
which are not isomorphic.
In the category of jungles, the pushout of two arrows exists iff the associated
substitutions
have an unifier. Before stating this result, we present a lemma which
warrants the existence of a pushout in terms of a weaker condition, i.e., the existence of

Fig. 3.
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at least one commutative

diagram.

result (cited in [24]) stating
a cocone exists. Nevertheless,

F. Rossi

The lemma

is a consequence

of a more general

that Jungle, has all colimits over diagrams for which
our explicit proof is an example of a fruitful technique,

which consists of temporarily
“forgetting” the additional requirements
for jungles in
order to exploit the good properties of the super-category
HGraph,. Moreover, the
proof hints how to perform unification directly on jungles.
Lemma

1.17 (Existence

of pushouts

in Jungle,).

Let Y: K+R

morphisms in Jungle,. Then the pushout of <r, d)
morphisms l:R+X,
k:D+X
such that lcr=kod.

exists

and d: K+D

be two

iff there are two jungle

Proof. The only if part is obvious by the commutativity
of pushouts.
If: Since jungles are hypergraphs, let H (with injections f: R-H, g: D-+H) be the
pushout object of (r, d) in category HGraph -I, which always exists (as discussed in
Example 1.16).
By the universal property of H, there exists a unique arrow c: H+X. By exploiting
the existence of c, we construct a jungle J (which is a suitable quotient of H) and
a surjective morphism h : H-+J such that c factorizes through h, i.e., c = x 0 h for some
x (as in Fig. 4). Since the construction
exploits just the existence of c, the fact that
J (with injections h 0f and h 0 g) is the pushout in Jungle, of (r, d) easily follows:
indeed, the square obviously commutes, and if 1’: R+X’ and k’:D+X’
form another
commutative
square based on (r, d), then x’ : J+X’ is obtained by the factorization
of the unique c’ : H-X’
through & x’ is a jungle morphism
(like every graph
morphism between two jungles), and is unique because h is surjective.
It remains to construct J, h : H+J and x : J-+X. They are defined as the last element
of a finite sequence of triple (( idH, H, c ) 4 (ho, J,,, c0 ), . ., ( h,, J,, c, ) A ( h, J, x )),
where for each i, hi : H + Ji is surjective and ci : Ji --f X (this is clearly true for n = 0). The
triple (hi+13 Ji+l,ci+l ) is obtained from (hi, Ji=( Vi, Ei, .Q, ti, mi, li), Ci) as follows.
l If the set of nodes Of Ji with outdegree
greater than or equal to two, OUT 32( Ji), is
empty, then stop: Ji is the searched jungle and hi and ci satisfy the requirements
for
h and x. Indeed, Ji is acyclic (otherwise its image through ci in X would be cyclic
too), and its labeling is consistent with the signature for a similar reason.

Fig. 4.
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If OUT> 2( Ji) #@, then by the acyclicity Of Ji there exists at least one node UE Vi in
OUT>2(Ji)
such that there is no (nonempty)
path from any other node in
OUT>2(Ji)
to g. Then Ji+l is obtained from Ji by identifying all the edges having
li as source,

and by adjusting

the other components

correspondingly.

Formally,

as follows: Ei+l=Ei\~E,
where ezEe’
if si(c)=si(e’)=g;
Ji+l is defined
Vi+l= Vi\%“, where ck e VV; if there exist e, e’ such that e zE e’, ti(e) = vi . L’, and
ti(e’) = u; . . II;. The source and target functions are defined as si+ i ([e]) = [s;(c)]
u,, (an d are clearly well defined): For the
and ti+i([e])=[rl]
. [a,], if ti(c)=v,
labeling, define m, + i ([e]) = mi(e) and li + 1([v]) = l;(U). Indeed, mi and li are consistent w.r.t. the equivalence
classes, thanks to the existence of ci: Jinx.
In fact, if
ezE e’ we must have c&e)=ciE(e’) (else X would not be a jungle, since both ciE(e)
and c&e’) have the same source
node civ(t’)); thus, mi(e)=mx(ciE(e))=
??lx(CiE(d))
= m;(d).
Similarly, if t?’Z v L”’then li(v’)=li(u”). The last argument also
shows that ci is consistent
with the equivalence
classes; thus, we define
([xl) = [c~(x)] on both nodes and edges. Finally, by construcci+1:Ji+l+Xasci+,
tion, there is a surjective morphism ji: Ji-Ji+
1 mapping each item to its equivalence class: then hi+ 1 : H+Ji+ 1 is defined as ji 0 hi.
The sequence of triples is clearly finite because of the finiteness and acyclicity of
H. Moreover, the morphism k and the jungle J do not depend on c, in the sense that
any other graph morphism
cl: H-+X’ would lead to the same k and J, as it is
manifest from the construction.
c!
As an example of the construction
just described, consider Fig. 5, where K contains
a single node, the jungles R and D are isomorphic and represent the termf”(x)
for
a given natural number n, and morphisms r : K --+R and d : K+D are as depicted. It is
easy to see that the hypothesis of Lemma 1.17 is satisfied, that is there exist jungle
morphisms 1: R+X, k : D-+X such that 13Y= k 3 d (take X = /( T) for any set of term
T which containsf”(x),
and define 1 and k with care).
In Fig. 5 we depicted the pushout object of (r, d) in the category of hypergraphs, H,
which clearly is not a jungle. Applying the construction
defined in the proof of Lemma
1.17 to hypergraph H, at each step two nodes will be identified (moving from the root
towards the leaves) and in n steps the pushout object jungle will be produced, which is
obviously isomorphic to R and D. In particular, as the result of the ith step (0 <id n),
the hypergraph Ji mentioned in the proof has the shape shown in Fig. 6, which substantiates the intuition that the construction
performs a “folding” of graph structures.
The next result generalizes a similar result in [S], where graph K was assumed to be
discrete.
Proposition
A: K-+D

1.18 (Pushout

he two jungle

T,( Vur(D))

in Jungle1 as most general
morpkisms.

be the associated

let

cr: Vur(K)+T,(

substitutions

(see Dejinitioi

unifier).

Tz(
- Y) w&k

“unify” (c,.,

a,),

in the sense

and

1.13). Then

(r, d) exists in Junglez if and only if there exist two substitutions
0’: Vur(D)+

(1) Let r: K+R

Vur(R))

and

od: Vur(K)the puskout

0 : Vur(R)+

of

Tz( Y) and

that 0 0 err= 8’ 0 CT~. -
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Fig. 5

Fig. 6

d

9
I

D-H

I

f

Fig. 7.

(2) Zf(g,f)
general

unijer

is a pushout
of

of (r, d)

( IJ*, o,),

8 0 6, = 0’ 0 cd, there exists

i.e., for

in JungleE, as in Fig. 7, then (og,
each

pair

of substitutions

of)

is a most

(8,9’)

such

a a such that a 0 a9 = 8 and a c af= 19’.Moreover,

jungle

that
H is

such that TERM(H)=a,-(TERM(D))ua,(TERM(R)).

Proof. (1) Only if: Let (g : R-H,
f: D+H)
be a pushout of (r, d). Then by commutativity of pushouts and by Definition
1.13 we have a9 0 c,. = ag , = a/ ,d = af 0 ad.
If: Suppose that 0: Vur(R)-+T,(
Y) and 8’: Var(D)-+T,(
Y) are such that 0 0 ar=
8’00,. Then let X=f(0(TERM(R))uV(TERM(D)),
and l:R-+X,
k:D+X
be the
unique morphisms such that aI = 0 and ak = Q’,by Proposition
1.14. Then by the same
proposition
we have 10 r = k 0 d, and by Lemma 1.17 the pushout of (r, d) in Jungle1
exists.

Hyperedge
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(2) Let (0 : Vur(R)+T,(Y),
8’: Vur(D)+T,(
Y)) be a pair of substitutions
such
that 0 0 or = 8’ c cd, and let x, 1: R+X, and k : 6+X be as above, with 0, = 0 and ck = 8’.
Since 10 r== k 0 d, there exists a unique morphism h : H-+X, and by Definition
1.13
rrhcgg=6’ and ch~of=O’.
For

the

last

a,( TERM(R))

universal
X’=&(o,(

point, it is easy to check that TERM(H)za/(TERM(D))u
using Definition
1.13. The other inclusion
holds because by the

property

of

TERM(D))uo,(

k’: D+X’

H

there

must
exist
a morphism
because there are morphisms
square commutes.
0

TERM(R)),

such that the resulting

from

H

1’: R-+X’

to
and

It is worth noting that the relationship
between most general unifiers and universal constructions
in a category has been stressed in many places. For example,
mgu’s are characterized
in [31] ([17]) in terms of coequalizers
(equalizers, due
to the dual approach),
and also as pullbacks
in [l]; in these papers terms and
substitutions
are represented as arrows of a category. On the contrary, our characterization is much closer to the one in [28, 51, where terms are objects and mgu’s are
pushouts.
The characterization
of sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the
pushout complement of two arrows is a central topic in the theory of graph grammars,
because it allows one to check the applicability
of a rewrite rule to a graph. However,
since in this paper we are interested just in the application
of the so-called hyperedge
replacement rewrite rules (as defined in Definition 2.1), we consider just the pushout
complements
which arise from the application
of a rewrite rule of that type, showing
that in this case, although
the pushout complement
is not unique, a “minimal”
pushout complement
can always be characterized.
Proposition 1.19 (Existence
g: L-+G

be two jungle

l

jungle

L consists

nodes,

where

l

jungle

K is discrete

there

of exactly

in Jungle,).
_ Let 1: K+L

PO-complements

such that
one edge,

say with label 5 connected

and

to n+ 1 distinct

n is the rank off;

a the morphism
Then

of certain

morphisms

exist

und includes

1: K-+L
exactly

exactly

is a bijection

n+ 1 nodes;

and

on nodes.

two nonisomorphic

pushout

complements

of (1, g),

say (D,

k:K-tD,d:D~G)and(D’,k’:K~D’,d’:D’jG),wherebothdandd’areinjective
and are one-to-one

on nodes. Moreover,

complement

to the other,

object

there is an injective

morphism from

one pushout

say i: D+D’.

Proof (sketch). Figure 8 summarizes
a paradigmatic
situation. The top row shows
morphism 1: K+L,
and the image of L in G through g is explicitly depicted. Clearly,
we can have gv(Vi) = gv(Vj) with i #j (but Uif Uj, by definition). Dashed thin arrows in
jungles G, D, D’ represent possible further connections
between the relevant part and
the rest of those jungles. Jungle D’ is isomorphic to G, while D is obtained by removing
from G the unique edge in the image of g; thus, i: D-+D’ is the obvious inclusion. D and
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D’ are determined up to isomorphism
and both make the resulting square a pushout.
Since D has one edge less than D’, we qualify it as the “smallest” pushout complement
object.
0

2. Nyperedge replacement jungle rewriting
In this section we introduce the basic concepts of the algebraic theory of graph
rewriting [16, 1 l] for the specific case of the category of jungles. Besides some
basic notions (including rewrite rules, rewriting, grammars and so on) which could
be defined for any category in terms of suitable diagrams and constructions
[12],
we also recall some definitions
which only make sense in the case of jungles,
like the track function [21, 221 and the substitution
[S] associated with rewriting
steps. A relevant point of this presentation
is the commitment
to hyperedge replacement
jungle rewrite rule (similar, at least syntactically,
to the hyperedge
replacement
hypergraph
rules presented in [3, IS]) which is further discussed in
Section 2.2.

tfyper&e

2.1. Rewriting in the category

A jungle

rewrite

replacement

jungle

reruriting
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ofjungles

rule (analogously

to term

rewrite

rules of string

productions)

describes how to replace the occurrence of a subgraph L in a jungle G with another
jungle R. While in the case of terms or strings the embedding of R inside G is uniquely
determined,

this is not true in the more

general

case of graphical

structures

like

jungles. Thus, a third graph K is needed in order to give the connection points of R in
G. In this paper we will restrict our attention to hyperedge replacement rewrite rules,
i.e., rules where the jungle on the left-hand side contains exactly one edge. In this
section we introduce both the terminology
of graph-rewriting
graph grammars in parallel: indeed, the first one is more suitable
while for logic programming
the second one is more natural.

systems and that of
for describing TRSs,

Definition 2.1 (Hyperedge replacement jungle rewrite rules).
A jungle (rewrite) rule p is a pair of jungle morphisms

where I is injective. L, K, and R are called the left-hand side (lhs), the interface, and the
right-hand
side (rhs) of p, respectively.
A hyperedge replacement (shortly HR) jungle rewrite rule is such that L, K and
1 satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition
1.19, i.e., L has just one edge (say with labelf)
connected to n+ 1 distinct nodes, where n is the rank of.6 K is discrete and has n+ 1
nodes, and 1 is one-to-one

on nodes. In a hyperedge

replacement

rule p = (Ltf- KA R)

the jungles L, K and the morphism 1 are uniquely determined (up to isomorphisms)
by
the label of the unique edge of L. As a consequence, we will often represent p in a more
compact

way as

wherefis the label of the edge of L, and uo, . ., o, are distinguished
nodes of R (possibly
with L’~
= uj for some i #j) which are the images through r of the n + 1 nodes of K. We
assume that nodes c’~, . ., v, correspond to the source and to the n target nodes of the
unique

edge of L, in this order.

sL(e)=l,(xo),

tL.(e)=lV(x,)

Formally, if VK= {x0, . ., xn} and EL = {e}, we have
and rv(xi)=l?i for O<idn.

. . . lv(x,)

Examples of hyperedge replacement jungle rules will be given in Sections 3 and 4.
The application
of a rewrite rule p to a jungle G is modeled by a double pushout
construction,
following the classical algebraic approach to graph grammars [ 111.
Definition
p = (Lc

2.2

(Direct

rewriting).

K -5 R), and an occurrence

Given

a jungle

(i.e., a jungle

morphism)

G,

a

jungle

rewrite

rule

g : L-t G, a direct rewriting

(or direct derivation) from G to H based on g exists if and only if the diagram in
Fig. 9 can be constructed, where both squares are required to be pushouts in Jungle,.
In this case, D is called the context jungle, and we write G*, H.

A. Corradini,
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1
L-K’R

4 lk I”
d

b

G-D-H

Fig. 9. Double-p&out

The double

pushout

construction

diagram

can be interpreted

as follows. In order to apply

the rule p to G, we first need to find an occurrence of its lhs L in G, i.e., a jungle
morphism
g: L+G.
Next, to model the deletion of that occurrence
from G, we
construct the pushout complement
of g and 1, producing the context jungle D, where
the rhs R has to be embedded. This embedding is expressed by the second pushout.
It must be noted that this construction
can fail, since the required pushout and
pushout complement
do not always exist in the category of jungles. Nevertheless, in
the case of a hyperedge replacement direct rewriting, since arrow 1: K+L satisfies the
hypotheses of Proposition
1.19, there are always two nonisomorphic
pushout complement objects, one of which is included in the other. As a consequence, the application of a hyperedge replacement
rewrite rule requires just the existence of the
right-hand
side pushout.
Looking at the proof of Proposition
1.19, it should be clear that just the smallest
pushout complement
deletes the occurrence of L from G, and it is, therefore, the one
we will choose. Actually, the main results of Sections 3 and 4 are based on the
following assumption.
Assumption 2.3 (Always take the smallest pushout complement
object).
Whenever we
construct a direct rewriting based on a hyperedge replacement rule, we always assume
to take as pushout complement object of (1, g) the smallest one among the two which
exist by Proposition
1.19.
In the case of a hyperedge replacement
direct rewriting G+, H there is a track
[21,22] from the nodes of G to the nodes of H, which induces a substitution

function

Definition 2.4 (Track function and substitution of a direct rewriting). Let p be a HR
jungle rule and G+, H be a direct rewriting. By Proposition
1.19, morphism d: D+G
is a bijection on nodes. Then the track function associated
with G=, H is defined as
tr = b, 0 d; ’ : G,-+H,.
The substitution associated
with G=, H is the one induced by
the track function (i.e., (TV,:Var(G)-+TZ( Var(H))) in the sense of Definition
1.13 (see
Fig. 10).
Definition 2.5 (Jungle-rewriting
systems
(over -C) is a finite set 82 of jungle

system

and jungle

grammars).

rewrite rules in category

A jungle-rewriting
Jungle,.- A jungle

Hyperedge

L4
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’

Fig. 10. Track: tr=h,~d~‘:G,+H,;

K

r

substitution:

,R

CT,,:Var(G)-tT,(Var(H)).

grammar is a four-tuple 59= (9, GO, g-, g), where 9? is a rewriting system over _, G,, is
an object of Jungle, (called the initial jungle), and @ (called the terminal colors) is
a subsignature of c, i.e., if _=(S, {CW,,}) and e(F,
{ $f}))
then FcS
and
for all (u,f)~F*
x F.
@“,,GL,,
A hyperedge replacement jungle-rewriting
system B is a jungle-rewriting
system
where all the rewrite rules are hyperedge replacement rules. A hyperedge replacement
jungle grammar 3=(.%?, GO, -C, @) is a jungle grammar such that B is a HR junglerewriting system and, moreover, for each rewrite rule p= (f -+ (R, vo, . . ., u,)) in 93 the
operatorfis
not in -Cp.
Definition 2.6 (Rewriting and derivations). Given two jungles G and H and a rewriting
system 9, a rewriting from G to H over 9, denoted by G=>,$ H, is a finite sequence of
direct rewriting steps of the form G=P,G1+P2...
apnGn=H, where pl, . . ..p” are in 3.
Given a jungle grammar
93=(9?, Go, _, g), a derivation from G to H over
9 (G*GH)
is a rewriting from G to H over 9 such that G-G,, and all the labels of
H belong to 2.
The track functions and their induced substitutions
be extended to an entire rewriting or derivation.

introduced

in Definition

2.4 can

(Track function
and substitution
associated
with derivations). If
~=(I’o*pr
Dl=pz ...jP,,D,,) is a rewriting and tri is the track function associated with
Di_ 1sp, Di for each 1 <i < n, then the truck function associated with p is their composition tr= tr, 0 ... 0 tr, : D,,+D,,,.
Similarly,
the substitution associated
with p is
otr: Vur(Do)+TZ( - Var(D,)), or equivalently
gtr=otr,, 0 ... 0 CJ(,.,.
Definition

2.7

Finally, as for strings, each jungle grammar implicitly defines a (possibly infinite) set
of jungles (its language) which includes all the terminal jungles derivable from the
initial jungle.
Definition 2.8 (The language generated by a jungle grammar). The language S?(9)
generated by a jungle grammar 9?=(W, GO, C, 9) is the set of jungles labeled by
terminal colors derivable from Go, i.e., P’(Y)= (H 1Go=-: H}.
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rules and their applicability
hypergraph

rewriting

is the central

topic of the thesis of

Habel [lS] (see also [19]), and has been introduced independently
by Bauderon and
Courcelle [3] in the framework of their axiomatization
of graphs and graph rewriting.
Looking at jungles as hypergraphs,
our definition of hyperedge replacement
rules
essentially coincides (up to some minor details) with that in [3], and it is slightly more
general than the one by Habel. In both [3] and [18], the hypergraphs are equipped
with finite sequences of distinguished
nodes (one sequence, called the sources, in [3],
and two sequences,

called begin and end, in [lS]).

Moreover,

in a rewrite

rule like

f --rH (wherefis a ranked symbol and H is a graph), the length(s) of the sequence(s) of
distinguished
nodes of H must be consistent with the rank off: This requirement
coincides with ours (Definition 2. l), where in the compact representation
of a rule as
f-+(R, uo, . ., v,) we have to indicate explicitly n + 1 nodes ofjungle R. In [18] it is also
required that nodes appearing in the begin and end sequences of a graph be pairwise
distinct, which is necessary neither in [3] nor in our definition.
In spite of the syntactical similarities, our HR jungle rules greatly differ with respect
to the ones just mentioned, which will be called HR hypergraph rules in the following,
both for the applicability

conditions

a consequence,
they enjoy
treatment of term-rewriting

and for the effect they can have on a graph. As

more expressive power, as it will be manifest by the
systems and logic programming
in Sections 3 and 4.

Both [lS] and [3] define the basic notion

of hyperedge

replacement

(called graph

substitution in [3]) in a set-theoretic
way, and then they prove that it can be
formulated equivalently
as a double pushout in the category of hypergraphs.
From
our side, we defined it directly

in terms of a double

pushout,

but in the category

of

jungles (a set-theoretic definition is clearly possible, but it would not be manageable).
The consequences
of the change of the underlying category are fundamental,
and are
described in the following
Applicability conditions:

paragraphs.
A HR hypergraph

rule p :f -+H can always be applied

to

a graph G provided that there is at least one edge labeled byf: In terms of double
pushouts, this means that both the lhs pushout complement
and the rhs pushout of
Fig. 9 always

exist. Actually,

for the pushout

complement

a result

stronger

than

Proposition
1.19 holds in the category of hypergraphs,
since under the same hypotheses the pushout complement
is unique; moreover, the pushout of any two arrows
exists. On the contrary, constructing
the double pushout in the category of jungles as
we do, the existence of one edge of G labeled by f only warrants the existence of
the pushout complement,
but the existence of the rhs pushout has to be checked
independently.
Eficts produced by rule application: The modifications
caused to a graph G by the
application of a HR hypergraph rule p are “strictly local” in the case of [18] (i.e., two
distinct nodes or edges of G are still distinct after the application
of p) and “local” in
[3] (two distinct nodes of G can be identified by the application
of p, but only if they
are directly connected to the edge of G which has been replaced). On the contrary,

Hyperedge

replacement jungle rewriting
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because of the properties of pushouts in the category of jungles, the effect of the
application
of a HR jungle rule may not be local, in the sense that it can cause the
identification
of two edges or nodes at any distance from the replaced edge. This could
be checked by looking at the example shown after Lemma 1.17, where the merging of
two nodes causes the folding of an arbitrary deep graphical structure.
Expressive power: In the case of hypergraph
rewriting it is evident that unrestricted
rules have more expressive

power

than hyperedge

replacement

ones. For example,

term-rewriting
systems are modeled in [20-221 using hypergraph-rewriting
rules
which can have any number of hyperedges on their left-hand sides, and it does not
seem possible to do it with HR hypergraph
rewriting. Moreover, a HR hypergraph
rule can be applied to any occurrence of its lhs in a graph, while the application
of an
unrestricted
rule may fail if the pushout complement
does not exist.
In the case ofjungles, hyperedge replacement rewriting is powerful enough to model
not only term-rewriting
systems, but also logic programming
(as shown in the rest of
this paper). On the other hand, the application
of a HR jungle rule can fail if the rhs
pushout does not exist. It is not clear how much expressive power is lost with the
restriction to HR jungle rules: the properties of unrestricted jungle rewriting have not
been explored yet, to our knowledge.
It is worth noting that the restriction
to hyperedge replacement
rules partially
justifies, a posteriori, our choice of jungles (instead of dags) for the representation
of
terms. Indeed, although all the formal results presented in the paper also hold for
dags, the dag equivalent to the lhs jungle of a HR jungle rule contains in general more
than one edge; thus the specification “hyperedge replacement”
would be less justified
in that case.

3. Term-rewriting

systems

Since jungles naturally
represent terms, it is not surprising that jungle-rewriting
systems can be used to model term-rewriting
systems, along the guidelines of the term
graph rewriting tradition. Indeed, jungles have been originally defined with this aim in
mind in [29, 20-223, thus providing a new contribution
to the area of term graph
rewriting, where terms were usually represented as dags ([30,23,28,2]
among others).
Here we propose a translation
of term rewrite rules into hyperedge replacement
jungle rules. Our representation
substantially
differs from all the others proposed in
the literature, and it is more satisfactory in the sense that it allows one to manage
non-left-linear
rules uniformly,
without
resorting
to additional
mechanisms.
In
Section 3.1, after the basic definitions
about term-rewriting
systems, we define the
jungle representation
f(t+t’)
of a term rewrite rule t+t’.
Next, in Section 3.2, we show that the representation
is sound, i.e., whenever
f(t-+t’)
can be applied to a jungle G producing G’, then every term in TERM(G’) can
be obtained by a finite number of applications
of rule t-t’ from a term in TERM(G).
After a short discussion about the problems which arise from the non-left-linearity
of
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rules, we also prove a result of completeness w.r.t. applicability
of our representation,
i.e., if term s can be rewritten using rule R, then there is a direct rewriting from y(s)
using $(t+t’).
The main point is that this result holds for non-left-linear
rules as well.
The comparison
between our representation
and some related works is discussed in
more detail in Section 5.
Although the main topic of this section
jungle rewriting,

concerns

the representation

of TRSs by

we also show in Section 3.3 how to go in the other direction,

i.e., how

to extract a term-rewriting
system r-(9?) from a given hyperedge replacement junglerewriting system 9. The relationship
between 9 and Y(B) will be briefly explored.

3.1. Jungle representation
We first introduce

of term-rewriting

our working

definition

systems
of term-rewriting

systems.

Definition 3.1 (Term-rewriting systems). A (term) rewrite rule (over a given signature
t is not a variable, and all
-C=(S, C)) is a pair t-t’ of terms such that sort(t)=sort(t’),
the variables in t’ occur also in r. A rule t--t t’ is left-linear if all the variables occurring
in t are distinct. A (term-) rewriting system (TRS) is a finite set of rewrite rules
Given a rewriting system r-, a ground term s rewrites to a term s’ (denoted by
s-,-s’)
iff there exists a rewrite rule t +t’ in Y and a substitution
o such that s has
a subterm s”= a(t), and s’ is obtained from s by replacing s” by cr(t’). Clearly, in this case
s’ is ground, too. The reflexive and transitive closure of --+I will be denoted by + $.
For technical reasons we only consider the rewriting of ground terms, but this is not
a real limitation. In fact, as far as the rewriting process involves just pattern matching
and not full unification (as it is usual in the literature), the variables appearing in the
term to be rewritten are never instantiated
by the application
of a rewrite rule and,
thus, they can safely be considered as new constants.
Definition 3.2 (Representing term rules by hyperedge replacement jungle rules). Given
a rewrite rule t-t’,
where t =f (tl, .. .. t,), its jungle representation is the hyperedge
replacement jungle rewrite rule y(t+t’)=f-+(R,
u,,, . . .. v,) such that
l R = $( { t’, tl, . . ., t,}), i.e., R is the fully collapsed jungle representing
the rhs and all
the arguments of the lhs of the rule t-tt’.
l Nodes
uO, . . ., L‘, are determined
(see Proposition
1.12) by termR(vO)= t’ and
tUWZ~(Ui)=ti for 1 <idn.
The jungle representation
of a rewrite rule just defined may be understood
more
easily by resorting to a “normalized” presentation
of the rule itself. If f(tl, . ., t,)-+t’ is
a rule. its “normal” form is
f(xl,

. . .. x,)+t’,

where x1 = tl, . . .. x,= t,,

Hyperedge

with x r, . . ., x, fresh, distinct
rule can be considered

variables.

soundness

The jungle

and completeness

representation

of this normal

the term t’ and the arguments

morphism Y forces the identifications
malized presentation
is equivalent
corresponds
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as a direct translation

., x,,), R represents

exactlyf(x,,

replacement

(L L K -5 R) of the

form, since L represents
of the lhs tI, . . ., t,, and

Xi = ti of the where clause. Clearly, such a norto the original one (as proved below by the

results),

since the pushout

in the category

of jungles

to term unification.

Example 3.3 (A jungle rewrite rule). Let -C be the signature of lists of natural numbers
introduced
in Example 1.4. Then the term rewrite rule car(cons(x, y))-x
is represented by the following jungle rewrite rule (Fig. 1 l), where we use the conventions
of
Definition 2.1. This representation
should be compared with the normal form of such
a rule, which is
cur(xl)+x,

where x1 =cons(x,

y).

This example shows that also rewrite rules with a single variable
side are allowed.
Definition 3.4 (The jungle-rewriting
system representing a TRS).
a term-rewriting
system, its jungle representation is the hyperedge
rewriting system ~(~)=(~(ti-t~)}ia,~

3.2. Soundness

and completeness

on the right-hand

If Y = {tijtj}i_<,
is
replacement jungle-

of the jungle representation

The first result of this section states the soundness of our representation
of term
rewrite rules, i.e., that every rewriting performed with the jungle representation
of
a term rule corresponds
to one or more applications
of that rule. We first present
a fundamental
lemma that considers the case where the outermost operator of a term
is rewritten in a direct jungle rewriting: this is shown to be equivalent
to a single
application
of the rewrite rule. Then we state the soundness theorem, which easily
follows from the lemma by induction
second part is borrowed from [22].

on the structure

of the jungle.

The proof of this

“pJif7-J
\

\

Y

/
Fig. 11
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Let p= L +!-K 3 R be the jungle

rewriting).

of the term rewrite rule t+t’ (i.e., p =f(t+t’)),
on g: L+G as in Fig. 9, with Var(G)=@

and let G=s, H be a direct

Then tfv~G”

is the image

through g of the (unique) root node of L, i.e., g,(ROOTL) = {TV},then termo(u) rewrites to
termn(tr(v)) using rule t+t’, where tr: Vo+ Vn is the track function of Dtlfinition 2.4.
Proof. We show that

there

exists a substitution

termn(tr( v))= a(t’). Consider
jungle

with the set of terms

substitution,
omitted):

{f(x

and

1,

assuming

.hx.1)

it represents

and

{%/.f(xl>...>x.)1
<

,,,)

ixo,x,”

each

morphism

.a)
’

1

each

with its induced

redundant

b#.

xn)

and

from Fig. 9 by decorating

t =f (tI, . ., t,) (some

that

term&)=o(t),

0 such that

indeed Fig. 12 obtained

information

{t’,t

is

,“..,t,i

r

k

h

jxO/Y,xi/s‘}

I

o
I

{y,,yl,

,,,, s,, ,,,)

iYl4’)l
h

D

’ {W),Sl>

. . . . s,, . ..)
H

Fig. 12

The top row of Fig. 12 is the jungle representation
of the rule f (tI, . . .. t,)+t’.
Clearly, if v is the image through g of the root node of L, term,+) must be of the form
f(sr, . .., s,), for suitable sr, . . ..s.. Thus, the terms represented
by G must include
f (sl, . . ..s.,), possibly among others. By Proposition
1.19 and Assumption
2.3, D is
obtained from G by removing the edge in the image of g: its source node becomes
a variable (denoted here by y), and it is the unique variable of D since G is ground by
hypothesis (thus, the substitution
induced by d : D+G is necessarily ( y/f (sI, . . ., s,,))).
To make the left square commutative,
k must map x0 to y and Xi to the root of Si for
each 1 didn.
Next, by Proposition
1.18, since the right square is a pushout, the
substitutions
( gb, oh) are the most
general
unifiers
Of (ak= {x,/y, Xi/Si},
or = {x0/t’, xi/ti} ); denoting
oh by c, this implies that ob( y) = a(t’) and gb(si) = a(ti) for
each 1 <i<n. But since G is acyclic, all Si must be ground and, thus, ob(si)=Si. Thus,
we have termo(v)=f(s,,...,s,)=f(a(tl),...,o(t,))=o(f(tl,...,t,)),and
termn(tr(v))=
termn(h,od;‘($)=term,(h,,(y))=o(t’).
0

Theorem 3.6 (Soundness
be the jungle

let G=s, H be a direct
termo(v)

rewrites

number

of distinct

call it _v.

of jungle representation

representation

of the term

rewriting

to termn(tr(u))
paths from

of rewrite rules). Let p = L L K 5 R

rewrite

as in Fig.

rule

9, with

by n applications

v to the image

through

t+t’

(i.e., p=2(t+t’)),

Var(G)=@.

Then for

of the rule t-+t’,
g of the (unique)

and

each

where

VE Vo

n is the

root node of L;

Hyperedge

Proof. By bottom-up

induction

replacement jungle rewriting

over VG. Since G has no variables,
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every node of G is

the source of some edge. Suppose that the statement is true for all the target nodes of
an edge eeE,. Then either the source node of e is v itself, and in this case the statement
follows directly by Lemma 3.5 (because there is exactly one path, the empty one, from
v to c), or it is not. In the last case, let se(e)= v and tc(e)= v1 . . . v, (with m>O). Then
clearly

the number

of distinct

paths

from v to v is n =rzl + ... +nm, where ni is the

number of paths from vi to u. Since termc(v) = mc(e)(termc(vl ), . . ., termc(v,)) and by
induction
hypothesis
termc(vi) rewrites to term,(tr(vi))
in ni steps, then term,(v)
rewrites in n, + ... + n, = n steps to m,(e)(termH(tr(v,)),
. ., term,(tr(u,))).
On the
other hand, by the explicit construction
of the pushout complement in Proposition
1.9
and by Assumption
2.3, since D is obtained from G by removing only the edge having
as source u, there is a unique edge e’ in ED such that dE(e’)=e (and, thus,
Therefore,
we
have
mG(e)(~e~mH@dvl))~
. ., ~~~mH(~~brn)))
mD(e’)=mG(e)).
=m,(e’)
(tr(u,)))=

(termH(tr(vl)),
. . . . termH(tr(v,)))=mH(b,(e’))(termH(tr(u,)),
term,(tr(u)), because tr(v) is the source node of b,(e’).

. . . . term,
0

The next result states that whenever a term rewrite rule t+t’ can be applied to
a term s, then its jungle representation
%(t+t’)
can be applied to any jungle which
represents s (possibly among other terms). This result does not hold (without additional conditions)
for non-left-linear
rules in all the related works on graph term
rewriting we are aware of. The reason is that in all these proposals the lhs L of the
graph rewrite rule representing a term rewrite rule t-t’ (call it Y(t+t’))
is supposed to
represent the whole term t. Now if t =f(x, x), rule t + t’ can be applied to the ground
termf(a, a) via the substitution
c= {x/a), but there is at least one graph representation off(a, a), say G, for which there is no direct rewriting via %(t-+t’), namely, the one
where the two occurrences of the constant a are represented by distinct edges. In fact,
as shown in Fig. 13, there is no graph morphism from L to G (this observation
holds
both for jungles and for dags).
In our representation,
just the topmost operator of t is represented
in L, with
pairwise distinct variables as arguments. In practice, we use a left-linear representation of (possibly non-left-linear)
rules, and this is possible only thanks to the fundamental choice of performing all the constructions
in the category of jungles.
Proposition 3.7 (Completeness
w.r.t. applicability).
Let & (t-+ t’) be the jungle representation of a term rewrite rule t+t’, G be a jungle (without variables) and SETERM(G).

0

L

f
1
$

2

Fig. 13
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If t+t’ can be applied to term s, then there is a direct rewriting G+lct_r,,
jungle H.
Proof. In order to prove the existence
phism g : L+G,
plement,

of a direct rewriting,

and we must show that after the construction

the rhs pushout

exists. Let 2(t+t’)=LLKAR.

H for some

we have to find a morof the pushout
By hypothesis,

comthere is

a substitution
o such that a(t)=s. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that
t=f(t1, . ..) t,) and s=~(s~,...,s,,),
with Si=a(ti) for all l<i<n.
Let u be any node of G such that term,(v)=s,
and let g: L+G be the morphism
determined by gV(xO)= v (by Fact 1.6), where x0 is the unique root node of L. The fact
that g is indeed a morphism can be checked easily by observing that all the target
nodes of the unique edge of L are distinct. Next, the pushout complement object D can
be constructed
in the usual way (by Proposition
1.19, using Assumption
2.3). The
resulting situation is exactly as in the diagram of Lemma 3.5: by Proposition
1.18
the
rhs
pushout
exists
if and
only
if the
pair
of
substitutions
has a unifier, i.e., a pair (0, 6’) of
<{x,/r’, -%lr1, ~-‘,&lr,,>> (X0/Y, xi/sI> *.., xJs,}>
substitutions
such that 80 {x0/t’, xi/ti, . . ..x./t,} =0’o {x,/y, xl/sl, . . ..x.,/s,>. But the
pair (c’, {y/a(t’)} ) clearly satisfies this requirement.
0
Note that, under the hypotheses
of Proposition
3.7, if s’ is the result of the
application of the rule t-t’ to s, then in general it is not true that S’E TERM( H). This
is due to the fact that the single jungle rewriting step G=z-~(~_~,) H may correspond to
many term-rewriting
steps, as stated in Theorem 3.6.
The following example shows a successful direct derivation
in a paradigmatic
situation where other approaches fail.
Example 3.8 (Application ofa non-left-linear rule). Consider the rule (over the signature of Example 1.4) rem(x, cons(x, y)) +rem(x, y), which is intended to model the
deletion of the occurrences of a given number from a list. It is not left-linear. Clearly,
the ground term rem(0, cons(0, EMPTY)) rewrites to rem(0, EMPTY) via that rule.
Figure 14 shows that the jungle representation
of the rule can be applied also to the
jungle representing
rem(O, cons(0, EMPTY)), where the two occurrences of “0” are
represented by distinct edges.
It must be stressed that as the result of the rewriting, the two distinct edges labeled
by the constant “0” are merged in the resulting jungle H. Note that the two edges were
not in the image of g: as pointed out in Section 2.2, the application
of a hyperedge replacement jungle rule can have nonlocal effects (see also the example after
Lemma 1.17).
3.3. From HR jungle-rewriting systems to TRSs
The correspondence
between term-rewriting
systems and hyperedge replacement
jungle-rewriting
systems can be explored in the other direction as well, a topic which

Hyperedge
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has never been considered in the related literature, as far as we know (a hint in this
direction can be found in [30]). Indeed, it is possible to extract from every hyperedge
replacement jungle-rewriting
system B a term-rewriting
system F(a)
such that W is
a sound representation
of F(B).
This result shows that the expressive power of
hyperedge replacement
jungle rewriting should not be much greater than that of
TRSs, as far as ground rewriting is concerned.
A similar result for nonground
rewriting (but for a restricted kind of signatures)
is presented in Section 4. The
importance of these results for establishing an upper bound to the expressive power of
hyperedge replacement jungle rewriting is commented
on briefly in Section 6.
Definition 3.9 (The TRS associated
with a HR jungle-rewriting
system). Let p=
f-+R,
uO,. . .. v,) be a HR jungle rewrite rule over Jungle,.- The term rewrite rule
associated

with p, Y(p),

is defined

as

f0 1,....4+t'.
where t’ = termR(uO), and for each 1 d i < n, ti = termR(ui). If W = { Pi)i<n is a HR jungle
rewriting system, then its associated TRS is defined as F(B)=
{ F(pi)jisn.
It must be stressed that in passing from a jungle rewrite rule to the associated term
rewrite rule some information
might get lost. More precisely, by Definition
3.9 it
follows that if there is a node DE V, such that termR(v) does not occur as a subterm in
{r’, r r, . . ., t,,,> then termB(u) does not appear in the associated rewrite rule. Those terms
should be considered as “garbage” if we just consider the term rule associated with the
jungle rule. Nevertheless,
the following result holds.
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Proposition 3.10 (92 is sound with respect to the associated
y(g)={

r(pi))i<n

(1) For each jungle
VE Vo termo(o)
number

b e as Definition 3.9. Then
G with Var(G)=@,
if G*,

rewrites

of paths from

to term,(tr(v))

v to the image through

(2) Zf s+,YCII s’ using rule Y(pi),
exists

a jungle

H based

by n applications

TRS). Let B!= (pi)isn
on g: L-G,

of the rule t-t’,

then for

and
each

where n is the

g of the unique root node of L (see Fig. 9).

then for each jungle

G such that SE TERM(G)

there

H such that G+,T-(piI H.

Proof (outline).

The proposition

states that 9 enjoys the same properties

of sound-

ness and completeness
of applicability
w.r.t. F(W) as its jungle representation
$(Y(9?)).
This can be checked for each jungle rewrite rule in B? by constructing
a double pushout diagram which results to be almost identical to Fig. 12, except for
the fact that the rhs jungle R may represent other terms besides {t’, t,, . . ., tn}. It is easy
to verify that those additional
terms do not influence the existence of the pushout.
Then the proofs of Lemma 3.5, Theorem 3.6, and Proposition
3.7 work in this case as
well.
0

The results of soundness of our jungle representation
of TRSs and of completeness
w.r.t. applicability
could allow us to restate in our framework most of the results
about graph representation
of term-rewriting
systems, like, for example, the completeness for confluent and terminating
TRSs [21, 223. However, this goes beyond the
scope of this paper and is left as a topic for future research.

4. Logic programming

The main

of the operational
semantics of logic programming,
i.e., the
as a special kind of term rewriting. There are three
main differences between a resolution step and an ordinary term-rewriting
step. First,
the resolution involves full unification instead of pattern matching; second, a “state” of
a logic program is a collection of terms (actually, atomic formulas) instead of a single
term; and third, in a resolution step the rewriting is always performed at the top level,
because the clauses of a program state how atomic formulas can be rewritten and the
formulas cannot be nested. In spite of the similarity between rewriting and resolution
steps, only recently the representation
of logic programming
by graph rewriting has
been explored by the authors in joint works with others [S, 71. We believe that the fact
that none of the many approaches to term graph rewriting has been extended to cover
logic programming
as well can be motivated by the impossibility
of modeling the
unification
in such frameworks (indeed, the other two differences mentioned
above
can be handled easily also in other graph term-rewriting
approaches). On the contrary, as we show in this section, using jungle rewriting and exploiting the correspondence between pushouts and term unification, logic programs can be represented easily
resolution

notion

step, can be regarded

Hyperedge

by hyperedge
complete.

replacement

This section is essentially
are seen as an instantiation

jungle

replacement junyie rewriting

grammars,
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in a way that is not only sound but also

a reorganization
of the results appeared in [S]. Here they
of the general framework of hyperedge replacement jungle

rewriting presented in Sections 1 and 2, while in [SJ they were described
ad hoc representation
of formulas (i.e., a mixture of dags and jungles),
relationship
with term-rewriting
definitions about the operational

using an
and the

systems was not stressed. After introducing
the basic
semantics of logic programs, we show in Section 4.2

how to represent goals (i.e., multisets of atomic formulas) by jungles. In Section 4.3 we
propose a jungle representation
of program clauses, and we report the main result
which states the soundness and completeness of this representation.
Finally, in Section
4.4 we extend the representation
to programs, by associating a jungle grammar with
each pair (logic program, goal). In this section we also discuss how to extract a logic
program P(9) from a given jungle grammar 9, and explore the relationship
between
9 and P(9).

4.1. Background
For an introductory
and complete treatment of logic programs, see [26]. Here we
introduce just the concepts which will be used in the rest of the paper. The basic
ingredients of a logic program are atomic formulas, which are simply terms built over
a two-sorted
signature
(including
predicate and function symbols) satisfying the
restriction that predicate symbols are always at the top of a term.
Definition 4.1 (Logic programming signature). A logic programming signature is a signature g=(S, C) such that
l S contains
exactly two elements, which, by convention,
will be denoted by s and b,
respectively,
i.e., S= (s, 6). Sort s will be called the sort of terms, and b (for
“boolean”) will be called the sort of predicates.
l Each Z,8, is empty if bgw, i.e., the sort of predicates
does not appear in the arity of
any operator.
Thanks to these restrictions,
a logic programming
signature 5 will be equivalently
represented as C = (17, @), where Ii’ = U,, IZ, is the ranked set of predicate symbols and
@= u,, @,, is the ranked set of function symbols, with IZ, S Zsn,b and @,,k L,,,,.
We stress that the treatment of logic programming
presented in this section can be
straightforwardly
generalized to allow many-sorted
terms, simply by requiring that
there exists a special sort b satisfying the second condition
above. We restrict
ourselves to single-sorted
terms in order to keep ourselves closer to the tradition of
logic programming.
Definition 4.2 (Formulas, clauses, goals, logic programs). Given a logic programming
signature &=(II, @), an atomic formula over _ is any term of sort b. A (conjunctive)
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formula is a list of atomic formulas separated by commas, like Br, . . ., B,. A dejinite
clause C is an expression
of the form C=(H :-Bi, . .., B,) with n>O, where
H, B 1, . . ., B, are atomic formulas, “:-” represents logic implication (from right to left),
and the comma represents
logical conjunction.
H is called the head of C and
( B1, . . ., B,) its body. A goal A is an expression like A = (:- A 1, . ., A,) with n 3 0, where
each Ai is an atomic formula called an atomic subgoal of A. If n = 0, A is called the
empty goal, and is denoted by 0. A logic program P is a finite set of definite clauses.
For the formal
equivalence
operational
replacement
operational

treatment

of the various

semantics

of a logic program

and their

see [26]. In this paper, since we are interested in showing that the
behavior of a program can be faithfully simulated
by a hyperedge
jungle grammar, we will introduce just the basic notions related to the
semantics.

Definition 4.3 (Resolution steps, refutations, computed answer substitutions). Given
a clause C = (H :- B1, . ., B,) and a goal A =(:-A i, . . ., A,) with no common variables,
A’ is the resolvent of A and C via 0 if
l there exists an atomic
subgoal Ai of A and a substitution
8 which is the most
general unifier of Ai and H, and
l A’= :-B(Al,
...) Ai-1, B1, ...) B,, Ai+l, ...) A,).
In this case we will say that there is a resolution stepfiom A to A’ via C and 8, and we
write A+C,B A’.
A refutation of a goal A is a finite sequence of resolution steps which starts with
A and ends with the empty goal. If the refutation has length n, where step i uses clause
Ci and the mgu 0i, then the substitution
0=(Q, 0 ... 0 Ol)lVaP(AJ(i.e., the restriction of
Q*O. . . 0 d1 to the variables appearing in A), is called a computed answer substitution for
A. In this case we say that there is a refutation of A via C1, . . . . C, and 0=(e, 0 ... 0
el)hA).
4.2. Representing

formulas

by jungles

Since atomic formulas are defined as terms of type b over a logic programming
signature g, the function term of Definition
1.9 will return an atomic formula when
applied to a node labeled by b of a jungle over C. However, for the representation
of
goals or formulas, which are lists of atomic formulas, it is not correct to use the
function TERM, which returns a set of terms. Indeed, by representing a list as a set we
would lose information
about the multiplicity and the ordering of the atomic subformulas of a formula. On the other hand, at least the information
about the multiplicity
of the atomic subgoals in a goal is necessary if we want to represent faithfully the
operational
behavior
of a program.
For example, the goals A =(:-q(x))
and
A’=(:+q(x), q(x)) may behave quite differently (i.e., the sets of their refutations
can be different) with respect to the same program P, although they are logically
equivalent.
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Thus, we define below a function FORM, which associates with each jungle over
a logic programming
signature -C the multiset of formulas it represents. Since the
elements

of a multiset

are not ordered,

we still lose the ordering

of atomic subgoals

in

a goal. Thus, it is not possible to define a selection rule based on such ordering in the
jungle-rewriting
framework
we are defining. Nevertheless,
we believe that this is
mainly

a matter

of implementation,

because

the operational

program does not depend on the selection rule (see [26]).
In the definition
of function
FORM
we also take into

semantics
account

of a logic

the fact that

“variables” of sort b (the sort of predicates) have no meaning in logic programming;
thus, they are ignored as “garbage”. Note that in a jungle a variable of sort b must be
an isolated node, because of the second requirement
of Definition 4.1. From now on
we will denote the category of jungles over a logic programming
signature g=( II, @)
by Jungle,,@.
Definition
Jungle,,,.

4.4 (From jungles to multisets of atomic formulas).
Let G be a jungle
The multiset of atomic formulas represented by G is defined as
FORM(G)={(term,(v),

v)lv~Vo,

mo(v)=b,

of

and outdegree,(u)#O}.

We adopt

the following conventions
in the representation
of multisets. A multiset
of a set S is a set of pairs M = {(s, x) >, where SES and x belongs to
a set of tags used to distinguish among different occurrences of the same element. The
usual representation
of M as a function &: S-tN can be obtained
by putting
&(s) = I{ (x, y ) EM 1x = s} I. All the operations on multisets will not use the identity of
tags.
For the multisets of formulas M and M’, we write M z M’ iffM =fM,, and M z M’ if
fM=fM, modulo a variable renaming.
M of elements

In order to show how the clauses of a logic program can be represented
by
hyperedge replacement
jungle rewrite rules, we first need to define when a jungle
represents a collection of atomic formulas (or a goal) and, possibly, we have to
characterize
a distinguished
jungle representation
of a given goal. We present now
a variant of Definition 1.11 and Proposition
1.12 (adapted from [S]) which takes into
account the fact that we deal with multisets of atomic formulas, but still with sets of
terms. For the sake of simplicity, in the sequel by collection we mean a set of terms, but
a multiset of atomic formulas.
Definition 4.5 (Representing
formulas
and terms by a jungle). Let F be a multiset of
atomic formulas and T be a set of terms of sort s over C = (ZZ, @). Moreover, let TF be
the set of all the terms of sort s which occur either in T or in F. In general, TcT,
because TF contains also all the arguments of the formulas in F and is closed under the
subterm relation. Then a jungle G of Jungle,.@ represents (T, F) iff FORM(G)=
F, and
TERM,(G)%T,.
The collection of terms andformulas
associated
with G, go, is defined
as Po=(TERM,(G),
FORM(G)),
while the goal associated with G is simply FORM(G).
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of terms and formulas,

a final representation

as a jungle

(in

the sense of Proposition
1.12) does not always exist. Nevertheless, a unique jungle (up
to isomorphisms)
can be characterized
by a slightly weaker condition, if we restrict
ourselves to morphisms which are injective when restricted to nonvariable
nodes of
sort b. These morphisms

have the property

of preserving

the multiplicity

of formulas.

Proposition 4.6 (The collapsed jungle representing
a collection of terms and formulas). Let (T, F ) be a collection of terms and formulas, as in Definition 4.5. Then the set
of jungles representing (T, F) includes an element f(T, F) (determined up to isomorphisms), such that for all G which represent (T, F) there exists a jungle morphism
hG : G+f (T, F) which is injective on nonvariable nodes of sort b, and maps variable
nodes of that sort to variable
nodes. This morphism is unique up to an arbitrary
permutation of the nodes which are the roots of distinct occurrences ofthe same atomic
formula.
Proof. Let F, T, and T, be as in Definition 4.5, and let f ( TF) be the fully collapsed
jungle representing TF as defined in Proposition
1.12. Then for each element (t, x) of
the multiset F add to #(TF) one node ut,x labeled by b, and one edge er,x labeled by
the predicate symbol of t. Next put s(e,,,)= ut_ and if t =q(tl, . . .. tn) then put
r&J=ur
. . . v,, where Vi is the unique node of 2(TF) such that term(vi) = ti. Finally,
add a single isolated node JJ labeled by b and call the resulting jungle 9 (T, F ).
By construction,
$J(T, F) represents (T, F ). Furthermore,
if G is a jungle which
represents (T, F), a morphism ho: G-+&(T, F) of the type described above is uniquely
determined on nodes of sort s, by Proposition
1.12, it must map variable nodes of sort
b to u, and on nonvariable
nodes of sort b it can be forced to be one-to-one, because
the number of such edges in G and &(T, F) is identical.
0

4.3. Representing

clauses as jungle rewrite rules

After understanding
how to represent a collection of terms or atomic formulas as
jungles, we show how a program clause can be represented by a hyperedge replacement jungle rewrite rule.
Definition 4.7 (The HR jungle rule representing a program clause). Let C=(q(t,, . . ..
tm):-B1, . ..) B,) be a program clause. Then its jungle representation is the hyperedge
replacement jungle rewrite rule &(C) = q-+(R, v,,, . ., u,) such that
the
. R=Y({tr,
. . ..t.}, (B,, . ...&)), I‘.e ., i t is the fully collapsed jungle representing
set of terms including all the arguments
of the head of C, and the collection of
atomic formulas appearing in the body of C.
l Nodes vO, . . . . u, are such that uO= g (the unique
variable node of sort b in R, by
Proposition
4.6) and for 1 <i<m vi is the unique node such that termR(oi)= ti,
because termR is injective on nodes labeled by s by the construction
in Proposition 4.6.

Hyperedge

Example 4.8 (Representing

a clause

C = reverse(cons(x,
over

the

jungle

with a HR jungle

y). z) :kreuerse(
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rewriting

rewrite

y, w), append(w,

rule).

Consider

cons(x,

the clause

nil), z)

programming
signature
C=( { 17, = {reverse},
I73 = {append}},
1). The jungle representation
of C, f(C), is shown in Fig. 15,

logic

{ @,,= {nil},

replacement

Q2 = {cons}

where ry(xi) = Vi for 0 < i < 2.
As for the case of term-rewriting
rules discussed in Section 3.1, also the jungle
representation
of a clause C can be understood
more easily by considering
a “normalized” presentation
of the clause, which has been called its canonical form in [S].
The canonical form of C, can(C), is a clause equivalent
to C (in the sense that for
a given goal A, either the application
to A of both clauses fails, or it succeeds
producing the same substitution
for the variables in A), such that the argument terms
of the head are replaced by fresh distinct variables, and the body is enriched with
equalities forcing the unification
of the new variables with the corresponding
terms.
For example, if C is the clause of Example 4.8, then
can(C)Arez;erse(x,,

x2):+x1

=cons(x,

y), x2=z,
reverse(

y, w), append(w,

cons(x,

nil), z).

The jungle representation
of C can then be considered as a direct representation
of
since L represents its head, R represents its body, and r: K +R forces the
added equalities to hold.
As for the term-rewriting
systems, in the case of logic programs also it is possible to
go the other way around, i.e., it is possible to extract a program clause C from
a hyperedge replacement jungle rewrite rule q -+(R, uO, . . ., u,) over a logic programming signature -.Z=( I7, @), provided that qEll.

can(C),

Definition
-+(R,

4.9 ( The

clause

associated

00, . ..> u,) be a hyperedge

ming signature

-Z=(II,

Wp)=q(t1,

with

replacement
@), such that qgI7.

. . ..tm).~BI,

a HR

jungle

rewrite

rule).

Let p=q

jungle rewrite rule over a logic programThen the clause associated
with p is

. ...&,

Fig. 15.
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and for each 1 <i<m,

ti= termR(vi).

Also in this case (as when extracting a term rewrite rule from a jungle rule) some
information
might get lost, in the sense that some term represented by R could not
appear in the associated clause. Moreover, it must be stressed that U(p) is defined up
to the ordering of the atomic formulas in its body.
We will show now that the representation
of a program clause C by a HR jungle
rewrite rule is not only sound but also complete. The results will be extended next to
entire programs, showing the existence of a close relation between logic programs and
HR jungle grammars over a logic programming
signature. In order to state formally
these results, we will use the substitutions
associated with direct derivations and with
derivations, as introduced in Definitions 2.4 and 2.7: they will play a role similar to the
track functions for the case of term-rewriting
systems.
Informally, by soundness we mean that if there is a direct derivation from a jungle
G to a jungle
H via rewrite rule f(C)
and induced
substitution
0, then
FORM(H),
i.e.,
there
is
a
resolution
step
from
goal
FORM(G)
to goal
FORM(G)+,,,
FORM(H) via clause C and 0. Conversely, by completeness we mean that if A-+c,, B,
then for any jungle G which represents A the rewrite rule d(C) can be applied to
G with induced substitution
rr, and the derived jungle H represents B. This result of
completeness (proved below) is stronger than the corresponding
one for TRSs (Proposition 3.7) and holds essentially because rewriting is always performed at the top
level of a goal in a logic program computation.
Indeed, if just topmost rewriting is
allowed, then a similar result of completeness can easily be shown to hold for TRSs as
well.
Theorem 4.10 (Soundness
C=q(t,,

and completeness

of jungle

representation

of clauses).

Let

. ..) tm):-B1, . ..) B, be a definite clause and y(C) = L k K 1, R be its jungle

representation, as described in Definition 4.7. Then:
Soundness: If G is a jungle, g : L-G
is an occurrence of L in G, and G=,,,H
with
associated
substitution otr (see Definition 2.4 or Fig. 16) then FORM(G)+c,O
FORM(H)
(see Definition 4.3), with g=(o,,uot,),,
i.e., the restriction of (Thuct, to
variables of sort s. Moreover, err, is the restriction of 0 to the variables in FORM(G).
Completeness: If A+c,e B, then for every jungle G which represents A there exists
an occurrence

g: L+G

such

that

G*,Y(,-,H,

H represents

B, 8z(ohvcr~,),,

and

01Var(A)= otr..
Proof. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that in Fig. 16 the
variables of R and D are disjoint, while the nodes of G and D are the same (i.e.,
Vo = Vn) and dV is the identity function. As a consequence,
we have (T~,~
= ob,.
H,
and
termo(a)=q(s,,
.
.
..s.),
where
D=g,(v) is
Soundness: Suppose that G*,fcc,
the image of the unique root node of L. Then, the pushout complement object D exists
by hypothesis and, by Proposition
1.19, it represents the collection of terms and

Hyperedge

replacement jungle rewriting

Fig. 16. Substitution:

CT,,:Var(G)tT,(
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Var(H)).

formulas
( TERM,(G)u(sl,
. . ..sm}. FORM(G)-{
(q(s,, . . ..s.), 0))).
By Definition
4.7, morphism
r has the associated
substitution
gr= {x0/g, x,/tl, . . .. x,/tm} (u is
isolated), while by construction
k is associated with ok = {x0/y, x1 /si, . . ., x,/s,}, with
y = d ; ’ (0) = v*.By Proposition
1.18, since the right square is a pushout by hypothesis,
the substitutions
(err, ak) unify with the most general unifier (c,,, ob); thus, for each
16 i<m ah(ti)=ab(si).
Therefore, C can be applied to FORM(G) because its head
q(tl, . . ..t.) unifies with q(sl, . . ..s.). Moreover,
8A(ah,, o&) (=(o,,ucr.),,
by the
above assumptions)
is actually an mgu of ( ti, . . ., t,) and (si, . . ., sm), because node
X,,E V, is mapped by both k and r to isolated nodes, and, thus, it does not influence the
unification.
Clearly, el..,,,,,,,,,,
= crtr,. Finally, we have to show that H represents
the resolvent of C and FORM(G) via B = (c,,u~~~)~, i.e., that FORM(H) = B(FORM(G)
1.18,
-_((q(s,,
. . ..s.), 3))u(R1,
. . ..R”j). as in Definition 4.3. Indeed, by Proposition
FoRM(H)=o,(FORM(~))uo,(FORM(R))=o,(FORM(G)-((q(S,,

. . ..S.),

...> B,)=B(FORM(G)-{(q(s,,...,s,),v*)}u(B1,...,B,1).Notethatthe
restriction
of the substitutions
(Tb and crh to sort s is sound because there are no
variables of type b in FORM(A) for any A.
Completeness:
If A+c,e B, G is a jungle such that FORM(G) r A, and q(sl , . . ., s,) is
the atomic subgoal of A rewritten by the application
of C; let g: L-G be defined in
such a way that termc(gV(v))= q(sl, . ., s,,,),for the unique root node u of L. Note that
morphism g can be defined because the nodes in the target of the unique edge of L
are all distinct.
By Definition
4.3, we have Bz:B(A--{(q(s,,
. . ..s~). gv(u))}u
~)})wl(~l,

{Bl,...,&}).
By Proposition
1.19, the pushout complement
of (I, g) exists, and it is a jungle
D which represents the collection of terms and formulas ( 7’ERM,(G)u{sl,
. . ..s.),
A-{(q(sl,...,s,),gV(u))}).Asabove,wehavethata,={xo/v,x,/tl,...,x,/t,}(vis
isolated), while ck = (x,/y, xi /si , . . ., x,/s,},
with y=d;‘(gv(4)=gv(4.
BY hypethesis, the variables of C and A are disjoint, and ~‘(ti)=8”(si),
where t?‘= OIVar(cJand
Thus, ( cr, ak) have a pair of unifying substitutions,
namely, ( Wu{ U/U’},
@‘=(Jl,,,,,.
8”u{ y/v’} ), where u’ is a fresh “variable” of type b.
Therefore, by Proposition
1.18, the pushout (H, h: R--+H, b: D-+H) of (r, k) exists,
and it can be shown that (Thze’u{g/v’}
and ~bze’fu(y/v’}.
Thus, e2(~hU~b)s=
(B,,u~,,), by the assumption,
and e”=(crr,). Finally (again by Proposition
1.18),
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ab(FORMD)utrh(FORMR)

= @‘(A - { ( q(s17 . . ., s,),

gv(u))})uB’(B1,...,B,))=8(A-{(q(s,,...,s,),gV(u))})u{B,,...,
equal to B up to variable renaming.
0

4.4. Logic programs
We analyze
programming

as HR jungle grammars

now the correspondence
signature

B,}),

which

is

and vice versa

between

logic programs

C) and the class of hyperedge

replacement

over the same signature.
For a given logic program P and
define a HR jungle grammar f(P, A) such that each derivation

(over a fixed logic
jungle

grammars

a fixed goal A we
in &(P, A) exactly

corresponds
to a refutation
for A and vice versa. On the other hand, with each
HR jungle grammar
3 we associate a logic program Y(3) and a goal A such
that, again, refutations
for A in 9’(Y) and derivations
of 3 are in one-to-one
correspondence.
To do this we first need to extend the correspondence
between a resolution step and
a direct derivation, stated in Theorem 4.10, to entire computations.
The point is that,
from the computational
point of view, the relevant aspect of a refutation is that it
returns a computed answer substitution,
i.e., the substitution
(restricted to the variables of the initial goal) obtained as the composition
of the substitutions
computed at
each resolution step. We will show that the computed answer substitution
of a refutation faithfully corresponds
to the substitution
associated
with a derivation
(see
Definition 2.7).
In order to define a jungle grammar, by Definition 2.5, we have to choose a set of
terminal colors. For a given logic programming
signature -C = (Ii’, @), it is reasonable
to take the subsignature
@A( {s, b}, @) as the terminal colors. This implies that
a rewriting G** H is a derivation iff H does not include predicate symbols, which is
exactly what is expected, since in this case H represents
the empty goal, i.e.,
FORM(H)=

0.

Definition 4.11 ( The jungle grammar associated with a logic program and a goal). Let
P be a logic program

over &= (II, @), that is a set P = { C1, . . ., C,} of definite clauses,
and let A be a goal. Then the jungle grammar associated with P, A is

where &(P) is the set { $(C,), . ., $(C,)} o f rewrite rules representing
P, f(& A) is the fully collapsed jungle representing
A, z is the signature
2= ((s, b), @) is subsignature
of terminal colors.

the clauses of
of colors, and

Theorem 4.12 states that there is a close correspondence
between the refutations
a goal A in a program P and the derivations
in the associated grammar.
Theorem 4.12 (Refutations
A be a goal,

and f(P,

as derivations

of

and vice versa). Let P be-a logic program,

A) be the associated

jungle

grammar.

Then

there

exists

Hyperedge

of A in P producing

a refutation
tf there

exists

a derivation

replacement

jungle

the computed

in &(P, A) with
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rewriting

answer

substitution

associated

substitution

0, if and

only

otr such

that

err, E 8.

Proof. Only

iJ’: By hypothesis,
ALA,+,,,,,
A1+C2,02 ... +c,,B, A,= 0,
and
Then by n applications
of the completeness
result (Theorem
e=(e,o.“3~1)l”,,(A,.
4.10) we can build the rewriting p = ( f( 8, A) +k Goad ,cI, G1 ab (c21=8 ,c,) G,), where
Since FORM(G,)=O,
FGRM(Gi)=Ai,
and (~tri)s=Qil~a~(A,_,) for each O<i<n.
all the labels

of G, are in 2;

thus, p is a true derivation.

Finally,

we have 8=

(~nC~~‘“~I)l”orL4) = ~nI”a*(A,_I)““‘CHIIva*(A) = (%J),“...3(%,),
= (rJrr,n...3%I)S
err,, using obvious properties of substitutions
and Definition 2.7.
0
If: Similar to the only if part, exploiting the soundness.

=

Conversely, let us show that from every hyperedge replacement jungle grammar
3 over a logic programming
signature, a logic program P(3) together with a goal
A can be extracted,
in such a way that the one-to-one
correspondence
between
refutations for A in P(3) and derivations
of 3 still holds.

Theorem 4.13 (From
Given
g={P

a

hyperedge

1, . . ..p.}

hyperedge

replacement

replacement

and C and g

are

in Y(g)

with computed

each refutation for FORM(G)
a derivation

answer

in g(Y)

of 3 with associated

associated
substitution
substitution

with computed

substitution

grammars

grammar,

as in Definition

w h ere %?(pi) is the clause
{WPI)>...,~(P,)>,
for each derivation
of 9 with associated
FORM(G)

jungle

jungle

to logic programs).

3 = (2, G, _, g),

4.11,

let p(3)

be the program

with pi (see Definition
atr there

where

4.9). Then

is a refutation

for

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Vice versa, for
answer

substitution

8 there

is

err, such that otrlFoRMCG,z13.

Proof (outline). The same soundness and completeness
statements of Theorem 4.10
also hold if one starts with an arbitrary hyperedge replacement jungle rewrite rule
over a logic programming
signature and considers its associated definite clause, as in
Definition
4.9, provided that one takes into account that some of the variables of
a jungle G can disappear when considering
its associated goal FORM(G). Then the
extension of this result to entire derivations
is straightforward.
0

5. Comparison

with related works

We discuss here the
logic programming
as
tions proposed in the
others is the handling

relationship
between our representation
of term rewriting and
hyperedge replacement jungle rewriting and other representaliterature. The main aspect which has to be compared with
of non-left-linear
rules.
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Non-left-linearity

The fact that our jungle representation
of term rewrite rules enjoys completeness
w.r.t. applicability
also in the non-left-linear
case (Proposition
3.17) clearly exploits
the fact that full term unification can be expressed in our framework by pushouts. This
is indeed the reason why we can model logic programming,
which other representations based on the categories

of graphs

or hypergraphs

are not able to deal with,

because they can express just (a restricted form of) pattern matching. In fact, besides
the problem due to non-left-linearity
of rules (discussed in Section 3), another source
of incompleteness
arises for logic programming
if one tries to represent a clause in
a direct way, i.e., with the whole head of the clause in the lhs of the associated rewrite
rule. For example, the clause C = (p(a) :- Bi, ., B,) can be applied to the goal “p(x)”
(producing the substitution
{x/a}), but there is no graph morphism from f(p(a))
to
&(P(x)) (Fig. 17).
Clearly this situation is peculiar to logic programming,
where the variables appearing in a goal can be instantiated
during a resolution step.
It could be argued that the use of unification
is too expensive for term-rewriting
systems, for which pattern matching is sufficient since just the variables appearing in
the rules can be instantiated.
A complete analysis of the complexity of rewriting would
be necessary to compare the cost of rewriting in the various approaches, but this goes
beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, it is worth stressing some points. In most
of the other approaches, the cost of applying a rewrite rule to a term (represented as
a jungle or a dag) is essentially the cost of finding an occurrence of the lhs of that rule
in the term. On the contrary, in our approach one has to find an occurrence of a single
function symbol (the top operator
of the lhs of the rule), and then to perform
a unification (the rhs pushout). In general, the unification can have far-reaching effects
(as commented
in Section 2.2) but the following fact, which can be checked by
inspecting carefully the proof of Lemma 1.17, warrants that during the application of
a left-linear rule, only “local” effects are produced. Thus, its cost is comparable to that
of other approaches.
Fact 5.1 (Unification

has local

effects in the case of left-linear

a left-linear

rule, $(t+t’)=(L

a morphism,

then any two items (edges or nodes) of the context

are identified
effect

by the rhs pushout

of the application

occurrence

oft

L K 5 R) is its jungle
are identijied

representation

in that term.

Fig. 17.

and g: L-+G

is
is

jungle D (see Fig. 9) which

with an item oft,

of the rule to the term represented

rules). Zf t+t’

too. In other words, the
by G is bounded

by the

Hyperedge

This fact does
rule f(x, x)-p(x)

rrplacement

not hold for non-left-linear
to a jungle
representing

jungle
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rewriting

rules. For example, applying
the term f(g”(a), g”(a)) where

two occurrences
of the subterm g”(a) are not shared,
the unification
causes the folding of part of the graph

the
the

it is easy to check that
which can be arbitrarily

far from the occurrence
of the lhs term (see also the example after Lemma
1.17). On the other hand, such an application
would not be possible in the other
approaches,
which sometimes propose ad hoc mechanisms
to treat non-left-linear
rules.
In [2] non-left-linear
rules are not allowed, while in [28] they are admitted but
a much weaker result than Proposition
3.7 is presented. The papers [30, 23, 241
propose various kinds of graph rewriting in categories of graphs with partial morphism, presenting
term graph rewriting as a main application.
In [30] it is hinted
that for non-left-linear
rules the equality of subterms
corresponding
to distinct
occurrences
of the same variable in the lhs must be checked explicitly. In [23]
a generalization
of the notion of occurrence is proposed instead, which essentially
amounts to fold the graph to be rewritten at least as much as it is necessary to
find a (classical) occurrence of the lhs of the rule. In [24], Kennaway does not discuss
non-left-linear
rules, but it proposes to perform rewriting as a single pushout in
the category of jungles with partial morphisms, and discusses interesting properties of
this category: results similar to ours should be easily restated in his framework. Both
[2] and [23] stress that non-left-linearity
is much more important in logic programming than in TRSs.
As emphasized in various places, the works of Hoffman, Plump and others [29,
20-221 have been a major source of inspiration
for ours. Since we use their notion of
jungles, the representation
of terms is identical. The main difference is that they
perform the double pushout construction
in category HGraph,, while we do it in
category Jungle,.
In order to deal with non-left-linear
rules, they propose to add to the graphrewriting
system representing
a TRS a collection
of folding rules, one for each
operator of the signature, which have the effect of merging together subjungles which
represent identical subterms. In the case of Example 3.8, the two distinct edges labeled
by “0” of G would be merged by a folding rule, and the resulting jungle G’ could be
rewritten by the standard representation
of rule rem(x, cons(x, y))-+rem(x, y). Folding
rules have also the effect of improving the efficiency of term graph rewriting (thanks to
a result analogous
to Theorem 3.6). because they increase the degree of subterm
sharing.
For what concerns
the cost of the application
of non-left-linear
rules, it is
not possible here to compare their approach
to ours in depth. We just observe
that the overall cost of the application
of a non-left-linear
rule in [21, 221
includes the cost of folding and, thus, should be comparable
with ours. However,
also folding
which can result a posteriori
unnecessary
must be performed
in their
approach,
in order
to warrant
the applicability
of all rewrite
rules.

A. Corradini,
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5.2. Logic programming

F. Rossi

as graph rewriting

A related work is reported in [S, 93, where context-free hypergraph grammars are
used for analyzing recursive definitions, and are applied as a case study to a proper
subset of logic programs, i.e., recursive queries in relational databases.
Two papers by the authors in joint work with others [S, 71 propose a representation
of logic programming
via graph rewriting. The representation
introduced
in [S]
follows essentially

the same guidelines

as that presented

in Section

4, but formulas

were represented by a hybrid of dags (for the functional
part) and jungles (for the
predicate symbols). This caused some awkwardness in the presentation.
However, this
problem has been solved in the cleaner formulation
contained here, which has also the
relevant advantage of being an application
of a more general framework.
The representation
proposed in [7], on the other hand, is quite different, since
a resolution
step is modeled by three pushouts instead of two, and clauses are
represented by context-dependent
rewrite rules. The advantage of this second representation is that the unification and the rewriting phase of a resolution step are kept
separated, and that results of the theory of graph grammars can be applied easily to
prove the correctness
of some operations
on clauses, like unfolding
and partial
evaluation.
Such results have not been explored yet for the representation
of logic
programs

proposed

6. Conclusions

in Section

4.

and future work

In this paper we introduced hyperedge replacement jungle rewriting, and investigated its expressive power by showing that it can model both term-rewriting
systems
and logic programming
in a faithful way. For term-rewriting
systems we proved the
soundness of their jungle representation,
and a result of completeness w.r.t. applicability which is stronger than similar results in the related literature, since it works also for
non-left-linear
rules. For logic programming
both soundness and completeness hold.
The uniform treatment of term-rewriting
systems and logic programming
in the
same framework allows one to analyze similarities and differences of the two formalisms, and suggests the possibility of merging them in a clean way. For example, it
should be possible to represent logic programming
modulo an equational
theory by
putting together the jungle rules representing
the logic program and the rules which
represent a term-rewriting
system for the equational
theory.
We also showed that (under different hypotheses) from a hyperedge replacement
jungle-rewriting
system one can extract either a TRS or a logic program. This suggests
that the expressive power of hyperedge replacement jungle rewriting should not be
much greater than a suitable combination
of the two formalisms. It could correspond
to some kind of term rewriting with unification.
In this paper we considered acyclic jungles only. A generalization
of our formalism
could permit cyclic jungles as well. This would allow us to model the rewriting of

Hyperedge

rational

replacement jungle rewriting

terms and, on the logic programming

occur-check, as in Prolog II [4].
The comparison
with the single-pushout

side, to represent
approach

41

unification

without

[30, 23, 24, 271 is another

direction
for future investigation.
For example, Kennaway
[24] shows that the
single-pushout
approach in the category of jungles with partial morphisms
strictly
subsumes the double-pushout
approach
Finally, the theory of graph-grammars
the parallel and concurrent
combination

in the same category with total morphisms.
provides a rich collection of results about
of rewrite rules [lo, 251. The formulation
of

similar results for the class of hyperedge

replacement

be explored

(some related

results has been presented

jungle-rewriting

systems should

in [7]).
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